From: Charles Monia
Digital Equipment Corp.

To: Members of X3T10

Subject: Proposal to Change SPC Status from Working Draft to Draft Standard

Proposal

Change the status of SPC from Working Draft to draft standard by entering the "Stabilized State" in accordance with Clause 2.5 of the X3T10 Proposed Standards Development Policies and Procedures with the specific proviso that the technical editor include on his list of Accepted Items X3T10/95-229 Persistent Reservations as amended by the working group, X3T10/95-344-355 ASCQs as amended by the working group, and X3T10/95-240 Device ID VPD as amended by the working group, along with the minutes recording that the proposals X3T10/95-324 Cabinet Services and X3T10/95-349 SCSI Version Proposal are not on the list of Accepted Items.